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Bee Cool ACS offers you the opportunity to add a
highly lucrative ‘SIX FIGURE’ income stream to
your business which guarantees you a very quick
Return On Investment (ROI).
 

The Bee Cool Licence allows you to offer new and
existing customer a full range of air conditioning
services, maintenance and parts replacements.
 

We currently serve over 6000 customers per annum and have a

finely tuned marketing set up which generates over 8k web

visitors per month and our social media posts reach over 30k per

month.

 

Due to the increased demand for our services we are looking

to develop our existing operations through new strategic licence

partnerships with garages who want to add to their current

business. 

 

We have created an award winning business model which will

provide you with all the tools and support you need to build a

highly successful add-on to your business. You will benefit from

having an industry expert supporting you every step of the way

as you grow your business.
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Access to the experience and knowledge of
the largest Car A/C Specialist in the UK

Telephone and Video Call Diagnostic
support
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Achieve a 'SIX FIGURE' turnover for your
business

Credibility and use of the Bee Cool brand

Full equipment and stock package

Systems and processes to run the business

Full training in every area of the business

Confidence you are working with an Award
Winning proven business formula

Marketing support

Quick return on investment

WELCOME TO THE BEE COOL ACS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Exclusive territory
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ENDORSED BY ANDY SAVVA

'THE GARAGE INSPECTOR'

“I HAD THE PLEASURE IN MEETING DAVID ON ONE OF MY TRAINING COURSES AND

IT SOON BECAME VERY CLEAR WE SHARED SIMILARITIES, A PASSION AND BEING

THE BEST YOU CAN BE IN YOUR FIELD. ALTHOUGH VEHICLE AIR-CONDITIONING

HAS BEEN AROUND IN VEHICLES FOR MANY YEARS NOW, IT IS STILL VERY

TROUBLESOME AREA FOR MANY GARAGES WHEN IT COMES TO REPAIR. BEE

COOL’S EXPERTISE AND KNOWLEDGE IN VEHICLE CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEMS,

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IS EXCEPTIONAL AND RARE TO FIND. THE

OPPORTUNITY TO BE PART OF THE BEE COOL LICENCE & FRANCHISE

OPPORTUNITY SHOULD BE A SERIOUS CONSIDERATION FOR ANY GARAGE."

ANDY SAVVA

THE GARAGE INSPECTOR
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BEE Cool Air Conditioning Services are fully trained,
licensed and insured to work on all aspects of
vehicle air-conditioning systems.
 

We work with private car owners to £1m Formula GT Racecar and

everything in-between, including farmers tractors, HGV’s and large

Plant Machinery we do it all!

 

We were formed in 2004, as a family business intending to provide

a Specialist Service into the Motor Trade and Motorsport industry. In

2007, we realised that there was a significant market for a ‘Mobile

Service’ to visit our retail customers both at home, and their place of

work, whilst still servicing our Trade and Motorsport clients. We

invested significantly in custom built ‘Mobile Workshops’ enabling

us to carry out almost every aspect of our specialised trade.

 

In 2013, bucking the poor economic trend, we invested into the

opening of our new workshop and service centre in Burton Latimer

within the heart of Northamptonshire. 
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In late 2017 we won ‘Highly Commended’ in the National

Workshop Awards, and in 2018 we won Garage Of The Year for

‘Technology Innovation’.

 

In late 2018 we became an ‘AA Approved’ Workshop, an

accreditation that only a selected few garages can achieve.

 

In 2019 we continue to grow from strength to strength, we are

now appointed Prototype Contractors for A/C Cooling Systems

for some of the biggest names in the Car Industry, and have

successfully completed many projects to date for, Jaguar Land

Rover, Tata, The Geeley Group (London Taxi Co., Lotus, Saab

UK), Maclaren Cars, David Brown Automotive, just to name a few!

We have also continued to pick up more National Awards, as we

were awarded Garage Of The Year 2019 For ‘Outstanding

Achievement’.

 

Our growth continues at a rapid rate as well, having now

established ourselves as the Largest Car A/C Specialist in the UK.

 

In 2020 we have decided to invest into licensing and franchising

our business to help others benefit from our exceptional

business model. 

 

 

ABOUT OUR COMPANY
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Industry leaders in the UK vehicle 

air conditioning market!

4500+
Annual Air Con Service

customers per year
Average spend £60 + VAT

1000+
A/C Repair

customers per year
Average profit per repair

£225 + VAT

1200+
A/C Diagnostic

customers per year
Average spend £65 + VAT
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THE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Air Conditioning has become standard equipment on nearly every new car on sale today. As of April 2020 the total
official number of vehicles in the UK stands at 40.4m, with a high percentage of these vehicles fitted with air
conditioning.

It could have been said even 5 years ago that the vehicle air

conditioning industry suffered with seasonal issues, however,

with the increasing numbers of cars fitted with A/C at the factory

(98%) this is not now the case. Plus the advent of HFO Systems

and E/V and Hybrid Systems, all of which need constant servicing

and repairs. 

 

We still have seasonal peaks when there is a heatwave, however,

business is now there 12 months of the year. Our Workshop

Based A/C Business currently turns over £1m a year, and is

growing by 20% each year.

 

To enable us to continue to satisfy the demand for our air

conditioning services we need to continue our growth and we

believe the best way to do this is to offer selected garages the

opportunity to add this highly lucrative income stream to their

exising business and become part of the Bee Cool success story.

The profit in A/C is not in the servicing/recharging of systems but

in diagnosing problems. With our methods, you will accurately be

able to diagnose the 20% that have a problem and make profit

from the parts and labour, as well as raise your level of

professionalism to your customer, stopping them looking

elsewhere for a solution to their problem.

 

We will provide you with a full video calling diagnostics service to

ensure that you can diagnose and successfully repair any air

conditioning problem. 

 

At Bee Cool ACS have spent over 15 Years establishing ourselves

as the largest A/C Specialist in the UK, and know the sector of A/C

better than anyone. We are approved Tier 1 Suppliers, and

Prototype Contractors to many of the Car Manufacturers, and are

able to support you all the way with technical knowledge, support

and branding to grow your business to its full potential. 

 

You will also have access to our buying power for consumables

such as A/C Gas, Oils and Parts Supplies ensuring that you make

the maximum profit available from each job.
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USE OF THE AWARD WINNING
BEE COOL BRAND

As part of the licence agreement you get to

operate using all the successful Bee Cool

processes and systems, including the

name, logo and website. This gives you

instant leverage through the established

brand and the confidence to go out into the

market place and get off to a good start.

WHY CHOOSE US?

FULL TRAINING AND ONGOING
SUPPORT

You will receive full training from our highly

experienced team, this includes everything

you need to confidently add air

conditioning to your current list of services.

We have spent several months developing

our licensee Training Programme and

Operations Manual.

PROVEN AWARD WINNING
BUSINESS FORMULA

As a Bee Cool licensee you will have the

opportunity to build a successful business

with the training, support and experience of

an established business behind you. We

have an Award Winning proven business

formula which will form the basis on which

your franchise operates.

LEaD GENERATION TOOLS AND
TECHNIQUES

We have a proven formula for generating

business. Key areas covered include target

markets, sales activity, lead generation

tools and techniques,  lead conversion and

how to maximise the amount of money in

the deal. 

Telephone and Video Call
Diagnostic support

With our methods, you will accurately be

able to diagnose the 20% that have a

problem and make profit from the parts and

labour, as well as raise your level of

professionalism to your customer, stopping

them looking elsewhere for a solution to

their problem.

Using our proven business methods,

experience and knowledge alongside the

Bee Cool highly respected brand you are

guaranteed a quick return on your

investment.

QUICK RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT
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THE TERRITORY

We are initially seeking 10 workshop licenses to help establish our

brand into all of the big cities in the UK. Our business model would

provide amazing returns in London, Birmingham, Manchester,

Edinburgh, etc.

 

Each licensee will operate within their own exclusive territory. This

means that only you can operate and market within your chosen area.

 

Our generous territories have been designed using very specific criteria

with complete fairness and scale-ability. This will enable you to

maximise the opportunity for growth and revenue as your business

naturally grows.
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I CANNOT RECOMMEND THE WONDERFUL GUYS AT BEE COOL

HIGHLY ENOUGH! UNFORTUNATELY MY CAR SUFFERED SOME

DAMAGE DUE TO PREVIOUS GARAGE I'VE USED. I WENT TO BEE

COOL AS THEIR KNOWLEDGE IS SECOND TO NONE. ALL I DID WAS

EXPLAIN MY ISSUE AND BRETT KNEW EXACTLY WHAT IT WAS! THE

TEAM ARE ABSOLUTE LIFE SAVERS AND ARE WORKING SO HARD

DURING THE PANDEMIC TO MAKE SURE THOSE WHO NEED IT CAN

STILL DRIVE SAFELY ON THE ROADS. THEY HAVE REALLY TAKEN

THE TIME TO EXPLAIN EVERYTHING TO ME AND GUIDED ME

THROUGH ALL THE PROBLEMS THAT HAD BEEN CAUSED. IT'S SO

LOVELY TO SEE HOW MUCH THEY GENUINELY CARE ABOUT THEIR

CUSTOMERS! THEY HAVE A TOWING SERVICE AND A COURTESY

CAR SHOULD YOU NEED IT. A HUGE THANK YOU TO EVERYONE

AND OF COURSE A BIG SHOUT OUT TO DAVID AND BRETT! I WON'T

BE TAKING MY CAR ANYWHERE ELSE IN THE FUTURE!!

 

TARA HARPER 

3RD JUNE 2020
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THE LICENCE PACKAGES

PACKAGE 1 £12,500 + VAT        ONGOING FEES: 10% OF TURNOVER
You don't currently offer air conditioning services and will need the full equipment package. This is our premium package and includes all our

recommended equipment. *See the Full Equipment pack on page 11. We also offer a trade-in on any existing a/c equipment up to 5 years old against

this package.

 

PACKAGE 2 £5,995 + VAT           ONGOING FEES: 10% OF TURNOVER
You already offer air conditioning services to your customers and have all your own equipment, and don't want to take advantage of our trade-in offer

on package 1. Ideally suited to a garage that wants to use their own A/C equipment but take advantage of the Bee Cool support, diagnostics and

marketing to make a profit.

 

We are able to offer monthly payment options on both packages. Information is available on request.

Rights to use the Award Winning Bee Cool brand name

 

Telephone and Video Call Diagnostic support

 

Full training in all areas of the business from operations and

product to customer service

 

Exclusive licence territory

 

A central website - 8000+ visitors per quarter

(Google states we have 433% more views than similar

businesses)

Social media set up - On Facebook across 28 days we have

a post reach of 31,000+ and post engagements of 4000+

 

Full equipment package (package 1 only)

 

Full stock package (package 1 only)

 

Bee Cool branded workwear and promotional items

 

Processes, systems and templates to run the business

 

Marketing materials and branded paperwork

http://www.bee-cool-aircon.co.uk/
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THE FULL EQUIPMENT PACKAGE

The full equipment package includes everything that you need
to start offering air conditioning services to your existing and
new customers. In addition to everything on the previous page
you will also receive:
 

1 x New R134a Fully Automatic A/C Servicing Machine, custom

built to Bee Cool specifications

1 x New HFO1234yf Fully A/C Machine, custom built to Bee Cool

specifications

1 x 12kg Bottle R134a

1 x 5KG Bottle HFO1234yf

1 x R134a H/S Long Service Port Adapter

1 x Locktrace Diagnostic Pressure Testing Kit Inc. Locktrace Sniffer

1 x Locktrace Diagnostic Gas Bottle

1 X Locktrace Bottle Trolley

1 X R134a High Side Adapter (for Locktrace use)

1 x HFO 1234yf High Side Adapter (for Locktrace use)

1 x PPE Pack

1 x F Gas Training Certificate

Oils & Consumables

1 x Bee Cool ACS Signage Pack
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THE EARNING POTENTIAL

Below are the potential PROFITS we

would expect you to achieve in the first

three years.

 

The Bee Cool licence offers you a quick

return on investment. We expect you to

have recouped your initial investment

within 6 to 9 months of trading.

 

We will provide you with a full

breakdown of the figures at your

licence meeting.

£86,569
£99,228

£114,954
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If you are interested in adding the Bee Cool highly
profitable licence to your existing business, here's
what to do.
 

EXPRESS YOUR INTEREST
You can call us on 01536 428243

Email us at info@bee-cool-aircon.co.uk

 

TELEPHONE CALL
A member of the Bee Cool team will call you for an informal chat. 

 This gives you the opportunity to ask any initial questions you may

have and find out a bit more about the license offer.

FACE TO FACE MEETING
We will invite you to meet with a member of the Bee Cool team at

our Head Office, this will give you the opportunity to see our

business first hand and see how busy we are. On arrival you will be

asked to sign an NDA and will then be provided with further

information on the licence.

 

LICENCE AGREEMENT
We will discuss your territory and package and put together your

personalised copy of the Licence Agreement. This is the time to

make sure that you are happy with everything. Once you have

signed the agreement and paid your licence fee your training will

begin and we will welcome you to the Bee Cool team.

Are you ready to Bee part of the UK’s largest 

air-conditioning services network?

I'M INTERESTED

 WHAT DO I DO NEXT?

http://www.bee-cool-aircon.co.uk/
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IS A/C SERVICING & REPAIR A SEASONAL BUSINESS?
Due to the increasing numbers of cars fitted with A/C at the factory,

with 98 percent of all vehicles produced now having the feature,

air-conditioning is no longer just a season business. The advent of

HFO Systems and E/V & Hybrid Systems, all of which need

constant servicing and repairs, has also had an impact. 

 

We still have seasonal peaks when there is a heatwave, but we’re

experiencing demand 12 months of the year. Our workshop-based

A/C business currently turns over £1m a year and is growing by

20% each year.

 

WHAT EQUIPMENT IS INCLUDED IN THE SET-UP?
We include two top-of-the range, fully-automatic A/C servicing

machines – one is for R134a, and one for HFO-1234yf. These are

the same machines we use in our own workshops, and we fully

understand their capabilities.

 

We also include a full Locktrace kit for testing and identifying leaks,

all consumables you will need to start up, a Facebook page set-up

or support, marketing support and, access to our telephone and

video call diagnostic support. 

 

We will supply you with a complete operation manual, and our

branded paperwork to make sure that you are able to make money

from accurately diagnosing problems from day one.

 

WE ALREADY OFFER A/C SERVICING, WHY WOULD THIS BE A
BENEFIT TO ME?
We have a Licence Agreement specifically tailored to garages that

have their own equipment that they want to use. The profit in A/C
is not in the servicing/recharging of systems.  At least 20 percent

of vehicle air conditioning systems suffer additional ‘problems’ and

so with our methods, you will accurately be able to diagnose these

and make profit from the parts and labour, as well as raise your

level of professionalism to your customer, stopping them looking

elsewhere for a solution to their problem. 

 

Our recognised branding will enable you to successfully use social

media marketing of our brand to let customers know that it is a

Professional A/C Service you are providing, unlike your

competitors and the fast-fit centres etc. 

 

Access to our buying power for consumables such as A/C gas, oils

and parts supplies will ensure that you can make the maximum

profit available from each job.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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WHY SHOULD I CHOOSE TO TAKE A LICENCE AGREEMENT
WITH BEE COOL ACS, AS OPPOSED TO JUST OFFERING A/C
UNDER MY OWN NAME?
We at Bee Cool ACS have spent over 15 years establishing

ourselves as the largest A/C specialist in the UK and know the A/C

sector better than anyone. We are approved tier one suppliers, and

prototype contractors to many of the vehicle manufacturers, and

are able to support you all the way with technical knowledge and

branding to grow your business to its full potential.

 

I WANT TO OFFER A ‘MOBILE SERVICE’ TO BE ABLE TO
SERVICE RETAIL CUSTOMERS AT HOME, FLEETS OF CARS,
AGRICULTURAL, AND HEAVY PLANT IN THE FIELD. CAN YOU
HELP?
We offer a complete van-based mobile package, with specially

designed mobile A/C machines to help you avoid the pitfalls of

standard equipment. 16 years ago, the owner and founder of Bee

Cool ACS started this way as a mobile service direct into the trade,

before establishing workshops.

 

CAN I START A NEW BUSINESS FROM A UNIT SPECIFICALLY TO
FOLLOW THE BEE COOL ACS WORKSHOP MODEL?
We are initially seeking 10 workshop franchises to help establish

our brand into all of the big cities in the UK. Our business model

would provide amazing returns in London, Birmingham,

Manchester, Edinburgh, etc., although the initial start-up costs

would be significantly higher. If you are interested in this proposal,

please contact us.

WILL I BE ABLE TO OFFER PIPE REPAIRS, AND FABRICATION?
We already offer this from our base, so we can extend this to

enable you to utilise our facilities by courier or post, offering repairs

that have previously been seemingly impossible.

 

HOW MUCH TRAINING WILL I NEED TO HAVE?
We will provide you with all of the items you need to start trading

from day one. You will need to complete a F-Gas certificate within

six months of starting, but this normally takes half a day. We will

spend two days with you on site to help you start up and make

sure you know how to use all of the equipment and are

comfortable with the paperwork and everything else in order to

maximise your potential. Ongoing support is offered by both

telephone and video call so you are never alone.

 

CAN I COME AND SEE THE ORIGINAL BEE COOL ACS
OPERATION?
Yes, we actively encourage prospective Licensees and

Franchisees to spend some time with us at our HQ to see for

yourself how things work, and just how busy we actually are.
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